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4th February 2014

To whom it may concern.

This letter serves as a reference in respect of Counter lnsurgency Tracker Training (CITT)
in conjunction with the South African Wild Life Collage.
During the latter part of 2013 the Field Ranger Corps of the Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve (KPNR) were subject to counter insurgency tracker training provided by CITT.

The outcomes of the training provided the individual Field Ranger with the skill to:
. ldentify a track and or sign.
o lnterpret a track or sign.
. Demonstrate individual and tactical team tracking.
. Demonstrateanti-tracking.
The theory and practical components of the training were exceptionally well presented and
have enabled the various field ranger patrols to accurately detect, interpret and follow
insurgent's tracks following an incursion into the protected area. ln the process thereof, the
rangers have been skilled to provide their command and control structures with meaningful
information, upon which supportive tactical deployments can be made.
Given that detection forms a priority function in counter insurgency operations, it's critically
important that Field Rangers are subjected to quality tactical tracker training, and in this
regard the training provided by CITT is to be recommended.

lf any further information is required in respect of the training outcomes, please contact the
writer on 0832901059.

C. L. Rowles
(Warden)
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